. Phylogenetic tree of fiber sequences of the five R-type pyocins. The tree is generated with the help of the webserver Phylogeny.fr [1] . Figure S2 . Crystal packing of R1 (panels A) and R2 (panels B) pyocin fibers. Two molecules comprising the asymmetric unit are shown in the same color. The unit cell is displayed in purple and cell axes are labeled. The green molecule in panel B demonstrates a tighter packing of the R2 fiber crystal. Despite their similar size, structure, and comparable crystallization conditions, the crystal packings of R1 and R2 fibers are markedly different. R2 fibers form interdigitated layers consisting of parallel and antiparallel units. The opposing C-terminal domains fit neatly into a space between the shaft domains. To the contrary, R1 fibers pack in a crisscross pattern with large gaps and solvent channels. The 'more logical' R2 fiber packing is nevertheless characterized by an above-average solvent content of 63%. The solvent content of the R1 fiber crystals is even higher at 74%. The tighter packing and lower solvent content are likely responsible for the higher quality diffraction data and electron density of the R2 fiber ( Table 1 ). Table S2 . Refinement statistics and final electron density map correlation for metal ions contained in the R1 and R2 fibers. The peak heights of the 2Fo-Fc and Fc maps (given in standard deviations above the mean) were calculated with the Phenix software package [3] . CC stands for the correlation coefficient between the Fo and Fc maps. ABC and DEF indicate the three chains of the two independent trimers comprising the asymmetric unit. 
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